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Abstract
Understanding of extratropical cyclogenesis has been a research theme right form the
beginning of modern (scientiﬁcally based) meteorology, and unsolved problems related
to cyclogenesis still remain. Major milestones in the understanding of extratropical
cyclogenesis have been the development of the frontal cyclone model by Norwegian meteorologists around 1920 and the formulation by Charney in 1947 of the quasigeostrophic
equations, which are consistent order of magnitude approximations to the governing atmospheric equations. In teaching meteorology much emphasis is usually put on the
equations and solutions to the equations under idealized circumstances. Less attention
is perhaps given to the physical interpretation of the equations. A broad spectrum of extratropical cyclogenesis events is observed in the atmosphere, ranging from 100 km-scale
polar lows to more than 5000 km-scale cyclones. A very important property of extratropical cyclones is that they modify the background ﬂow in which they evolve. Thereby
they contribute to breed the ground for new (upstream and downstream) developments,
not necessarily occurring on the same space and time scale. A clear understanding of the
important physical processes in extratropical cyclogenesis is valuable in itself and very
useful knowledge in dynamic conceptions of conventional weather observations, satellite
images and numerical analyses and forecasts. The quasigeostrophic equations contain
the coupling between dynamic and thermodynamic processes of fundamental importance
in extratropical cyclogenesis. The coupling in the quasigeostrophic system is interpreted
physically in a qualitative sense by making use of idealized examples. The interpretation is not restricted to explain ‘downstream of upper-level trough’ cyclogenesis as is
the case in many textbooks on dynamic meteorology. It covers the entire life cycle of
the surface cyclone and its associated upper-level wave-jet system. As an example a
ﬁve day sequence of extratropical cyclone developments over the western North Atlantic
is analyzed by using quasigeostrophic arguments. The sequence includes a polar low
formation.

1. Introduction
Conversion of available potential energy (APE) into kinetic energy (KE) plays a central
role in extratropical cyclogenesis. The deepening of an extratropical cyclone is primarily
a result of the conversion of APE in the mean (or large scale) ﬂow to KE in the deepening
cyclone. The APE of the mean ﬂow is continuously generated by large scale diabatic
(primarily radiative) and advective processes.
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The conversion of APE into KE of the cyclone leads to a lowering of the center of
gravity of the air mass involved in the cyclogenesis. Therefore the three dimensional
motions in a developing cyclone must be organized in such a way that cold air streams
sink on average, whereas warm air streams rise on average. Release of latent heat,
primarily in the rising warm and moist air streams of the developing cyclone usually
intensiﬁes the cyclogenesis. In some polar lows latent heat release may become the main
energy source for the development.
Contrary to deep convective systems, such as cumulonimbi, the vertical motions in
extratropical cyclones are much weaker (usually about two orders of magnitude) than
the horizontal motions. Air particles that enter the cyclone near its bottom (sea or
land surface) typically travel 1000 km or more before they leave the cyclone near its
top (tropopause). The same holds for air particles that enter and leave the cyclone at
its top and bottom, respectively. The extratropical cyclone is indeed a shallow phenomenon with an aspect ratio (vertical to horizontal dimension) of the order of 10−2
(10 km/1000 km). In comparison the aspect ratio of cumulonimbi typical is of the order
of 1 (10 km/10 km).
Extratropical cyclogenesis is a kind of instability, involving positive feed-backs between advective and diabatic processes in the troposphere. The fundamental mechanisms in extratropical cyclogenesis are present in the quasigeostrophic approximations
to the governing equations of the atmosphere. The mechanisms disappear if any further
consistent approximations are made. In less restrictive, consistent approximations to the
governing equations, the complexity of the equations increases and makes the physical
interpretation much more diﬃcult.
The present report gives a physical (and qualitative) interpretation of the quasigeostrophic equations with particular emphasis on the omega and geopotential tendency
equations. The quasigeostrophic equations are presented in section 2 and 3. A qualitative physical interpretation of the omega and geopotential tendency equations are given
in section 4.
Cyclogenesis related to wave dynamics is discussed in section 5 followed by a discussion of cyclogenesis related to jet stream dynamics in section 6. A ﬁve day sequence of
extratropical cyclone developments over the western North Atlantic in February 2003,
including a polar low formation, is analyzed in section 7. The sequence serves as an
example of the use of quasigeostrophic thinking in dynamic conceptions of satellite images in combination with numerical analyses. Finally, section 8 contains discussion and
conclusions.

2. Quasigeostrophic approximations
Usually the atmosphere can be considered to be in hydrostatic balance for motions on
horizontal scales larger than 5 to 10 km. Hydrostatic balance implies that the ω-velocity
(i.e. the vertical velocity in the pressure coordinate system) becomes the vertical velocity
necessary to maintain conservation of mass in the atmosphere. It follows from mass
∂v
∂w
continuity ( ∂u
∂x + ∂y + ∂p = 0) that ω is determined diagnostically from the (prognostic)
horizontal wind ﬁeld.
Horizontal motions in the atmosphere on synoptic scales larger than 1000 km also
tend to be in near geostrophic balance. For such motions the geostrophic part of the
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horizontal wind ﬁeld tends to be an order of magnitude larger than the ageostrophic part.
For such ﬂows the Rossby number Ro = V /f0 L tends to be of the order 0.1. Ro is the
ratio between the magnitude of the nonlinear advection of horizontal momentum and the
magnitude of the horizontal Coriolis force per unit mass. V and L is a representative
advection velocity and horizontal length scale of the ﬂow, respectively, and f0 is the
Coriolis parameter in the central part of the ﬂow domain.
Atmospheric ﬂow in nearly geostrophic balance is governed by the so called quasigeostrophic equations (the QG equations) ﬁrst derived by Charney (Charney, 1947). In
addition to the hydrostatic balance the latter equations are midlatitude beta-plane approximations of the horizontal momentum and thermodynamic energy equations based
on order of magnitude estimates of the terms in the equations. The QG equations for
momentum and temperature are written in equation (1) and (2), respectively.
Dg Vg0
= −f0k × Va − βyk × Vg0 + F
Dt

(1)

σp
J
Dg T
− ( )ω =
Dt
R
cp

(2)

In these equations the rate of change of momentum and temperature following the
motion are replaced by the rate of change of geostrophic momentum and temperature
following the geostrophic motion, i.e. the operator
∂
D
 · ∇p
=
+V
Dt
∂t

(3)

is replaced by
∂
Dg
g0 · ∇p
=
+V
(4)
Dt
∂t
Vg0 is deﬁned: Vg0 = f0 −1 · k × ∇p φ, where k is the vertical unit vector and φ = gz
is the geopotential. This deﬁnition of the geostrophic wind implies ∇ · Vg0 = 0 and if
Vg = f −1 · k × ∇p φ, the diﬀerence Vg − Vg0 becomes a part of the ageostrophic wind (see
Appendix A). In (2) σ = −RT0 p−1 ∂ ln θ0 /∂p is a (positive) static stability parameter
and θ0 is the potential temperature corresponding to the basic state temperature T0 .
For details about the derivation of (1) and (2), see Holton, 1992 (section 6.2).

3. The quasigeostrophic geopotential tendency and omega equations
In the QG system a horizontal ageostrophic wind ﬁeld is necessary to retain balance in
the QG equations in the same way as ω is necessary to retain hydrostatic balance. The
horizontal ageostrophic wind ﬁeld is determined diagnostically from the geostrophic
wind ﬁeld. If further the geostrophic wind is deﬁned by a constant Coriolis parameter
f0 (implying a non-divergent geostrophic wind) it follows from the continuity equation
that ω is determined by the ageostrophic part of the wind ﬁeld. The latter wind ﬁeld
(including ω) is called the secondary circulation. Therefore, in the QG system the
secondary circulation at any time is determined diagnostically from the prognostic
geostrophic wind ﬁeld (or equivalently from the geopotential ﬁeld, since the geostrophic
wind is proportional to the horizontal gradient (on a pressure surface) of the geopotential
ﬁeld).
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Due to advection by the geostrophic wind, diabatic heating and friction, the geostrophic
and hydrostatic balance is ceaselessly disturbed. The secondary circulation is at any moment the ageostrophic wind ﬁeld that must be added to the geostrophic wind to retain
QG balance (i.e. hydrostatic balance and the balance in (1) and (2)).
For a developing baroclinic system the secondary circulation always counteracts
changes in the geopotential ﬁeld generated by geostrophic advection, diabatic heating
and friction. In cyclogenesis the counteracting eﬀect of the secondary circulation does
not completely eliminate changes in the geostrophic wind ﬁeld imposed by advection,
diabatic heating and friction. If the latter changes happens to be proportional to the
geostrophic wind ﬁeld, the latter must amplify exponentially with time provided that
the constant of proportionality is positive. A large growth rate means a large constant of
proportionality, and hence a rather ineﬃcient counteracting capability of the secondary
circulation.
Baroclinic growth (usually referred to as baroclinic instability) is therefore possible
in the QG system. However, the instability is not as easy to understand as for example
conditional instability. One way to obtain an idea about how the instability works is to
consider the geopotential tendency equation and the ω-equation in the QG framework.
These equations, shown below in (5) and (6), respectively, combine dynamics (equation
(1)) and thermodynamics (equation (2)) in the QG system. The derivation is relatively
straightforward and is described in for example Holton, 1992. (section 6.3 and 6.4). The
result is:
2
f0 2 ∂ 2
g0 · ∇p T ),
g0 · ∇p (ζg0 + f ) − f0 ∂ (− R V
)χ = −f0 V
σ ∂p
σ ∂p
p

(5)

f0 2 ∂ 2
f0 ∂
g0 · ∇p (ζg0 + f )) − R ∇p 2 (−V
g0 · ∇p T ).
(−V
)ω = −
2
σ ∂p
σ ∂p
σp

(6)

(∇p 2 +
(∇p 2 +

In (5) χ = ∂φ/∂t is the geopotential tendency. For simplicity, friction and diabatic
heating has been neglected in (5) and (6), and it has also been assumed that the static
stability parameter σ is a (positive) constant. It can be shown that the eﬀect of friction
is similar to the eﬀect of geostrophic vorticity advection. Therefore, the eﬀect of friction
can formally be included in the ﬁrst forcing term on the right hand side (rhs) of (5) and
(6). In the same way is the eﬀect of diabatic heating similar to the eﬀect of temperature
advection. Formally it can therefore be included in the second forcing term on the rhs
of (5) and (6). The QG equations (5) and (6) with friction and diabatic heating
included are presented in e.g. Blustein, 1992.
For a qualitative discussion, as given here, it is convenient to write (5) and (6) in
symbolic form. The operator ∇p 2 +f02 /σ∂ 2 /∂p2 on the lhs of (5) and (6) is similar to the
3-dimensional Laplace operator. It can be shown that the Laplacian of a variable which
can be written as a sum of sine and/or cosine functions, is proportional to minus the
variable itself. In general the Laplacian of a local maximum and minimum is negative
and positive, respectively. For the qualitative discussion given here we will therefore
write the equations symbolically as
χ ∝ −f0 V A +
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f0 2
DT A
σ

(7)
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n
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-Vg0R
R
E
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Vg0T
R

Streamline/trajectory
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R

Figure 1: Idealized upper-level wave indicated by a streamline coincident with the axis of
the upper-level jet. NVA and PVA are regions of negative and positive relative vorticity
advection, respectively. CON and DIV are regions of convergence and divergence, respectively. R is the radius of curvature of the streamline and n is the normal unit vector
a0 , the contribution to the
in the natural coordinate system. Thin dashed arrows show V
ageostrophic wind from the latitudinal variation of the Coriolis parameter f , and full
ar , the ﬂow curvature contribution to the ageostrophic wind
black arrows represents V
 /R and −Vg0R
 /R is the geostrophic vorticity at
(see text for more details). Finally, Vg0T
the trough and ridge, respectively.

ω∝

1
f0
DV A − T A.
σ
σ

(8)

g0 · ∇p (ζg0 + f ) is the absolute geostrophic vorticity advection, T A =
Here V A = −V
−Vg · ∇p (RT /p) is the geostrophic advection of speciﬁc volume α = (RT /p), here inter∂
preted as a pressure weighted temperature advection, DV A = ∂p
V A is the diﬀerential
∂
vorticity advection and DT A = ∂p T A is a corresponding pressure weighted diﬀerential
g0 · ∇p T ) ∝ V
g0 · ∇p T for
temperature advection. Note that we have used that ∇p 2 (−V
the second term on the rhs of (6). Note also that (R/p)∇p T = ∇p (RT /p), since the
gradient is taken at constant pressure.
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4. Physical interpretation of the quasigeostrophic equations
4.1. A steady-state zonal wave
Consider ﬁrst a sinusoidal wave along the west-east direction (i.e. a zonal wave) on
a pressure surface in the upper troposphere. The wave is assumed to be in a steadystate, which means that the geopotential ﬁeld (and hence the geostrophic wind and
temperature) does not change with time. In Figure 1 the standing wave is shown by a
streamline/trajectory, which also represents a jet axis. Steady-state implies that the secondary circulation must exactly eliminate changes in geostrophic wind and temperature
due to advection by the geostrophic wind. It is explained below how this cancelation
occurs.
In the QG framework the rate of change of the absolute geostrophic vorticity following the geostrophic motion is given by (9).
Dg
a ,
(ζg0 + f ) = −f0 ∇p · V
Dt

(9)

a is the ageostrophic wind velocity, ζg0 = 1/f0 ∇p 2 Φ is the geostrophic relative
Here V
vorticity, Φ is the geopotential and Dg /Dt = ∂/∂t + ug0 ∂/∂x + vg0 ∂/∂y is the rate of
change operator following the geostrophic motion.
In the natural coordinate system the relative geostrophic vorticity reads
ζg0 = −

∂Vg0 Vg0
+
.
∂n
R

(10)
1/2

and n is the direction
In (10) R is the radius of curvature, Vg0 = (ug0 2 + vg0 2 )
perpendicular and to the left of the ﬂow direction (see Figure 1). At the jet axis, where
the geostrophic wind has its maximum, the shear vorticity (−∂Vg0 /∂n) is zero, while it
is positive (cyclonic) and negative (anticyclonic) on the poleward and equatorward side
of the jet axis, respectively.
Air parcels traveling with the geostrophic wind along the jet axis from trough to
downstream ridge of the wave in Figure 1 experiences a decrease in ζg0 from Vg0T /R
(>0) to −Vg0R /R (<0) and an increase of planetary vorticity from fT to fR . Vg0T , fT
and Vg0R , fR are the geostrophic wind speed and Coriolis parameter at the trough and
ridge, respectively.
For the relatively short waves involved in rapid cyclogenesis the increase in planetary
vorticity is more than compensated by the decrease in ζg0 , implying that Dg /DT (ζg0 +
a > 0)
f ) < 0. Then, according to (9), such waves must have a divergent ﬂow (∇p · V
a < 0)
between trough and downstream ridge, and a corresponding convergent ﬂow (∇p ·V
between trough and upstream ridge. The divergent and convergent ageostrophic ﬂow
can also be directly visualized by noting that the ﬂow due to the eﬀect of curvature is
sub-geostrophic at the trough and super-geostrophic at the ridge. The ageostrophic ﬂow
a0 ) and due to curvature of the
along the jet axis due to latitudinal variations in f (V

ﬂow (Var ) is shown schematically in Figure 1 by dashed and full arrows, respectively.
Note that the ageostrophic wind is zero at the inﬂection points, where |R| is inﬁnity (see
a0 for a zonal wave is always convergent between
Appendix for details). Note also that V
trough and downstream ridge. However, for a meridional wave with wind from the north
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a0 would be divergent between trough and downstream ridge, since f increases with
V
ar , the ageostrophic wind due to curvature (deﬁned in Appendix
latitude. In contrast V
A), is always divergent between trough and downstream ridge, regardless of the ﬂow
direction and orientation of the wave.
ar is larger than V
a0 . In such
As noted above, in short waves (as in Figure 1) V

waves the total ageostrophic ﬂow Va is therefore divergent/convergent between trough
and downstream/upstream ridge.
The vorticity equation (9) can be written in the form
∂ζg0
g0 · ∇p (ζg0 + f ) − f0 ∇p · V
a ,
= −V
∂t

(11)

showing that the rate of change with time of geostrophic vorticity is due to advection of
absolute geostrophic vorticity (ﬁrst rhs term in (11)) and vorticity spin-up or vorticity
spin-down by the divergent ageostrophic motion (second rhs term in (11)). In the
∂ζ
steady-state case ( ∂tg0 = 0) these two terms cancel. Consequently, between trough and
downstream ridge the positive vorticity advection (PVA) must be eliminated by vorticity
spin-down in the divergent ageostrophic ﬂow. Similarly, between trough and upstream
ridge the negative vorticity advection (NVA) must be eliminated by vorticity spin-up
in the convergent ageostrophic ﬂow. Therefore, in a steady-state wave the ageostrophic
motion completely cancels advective changes by the geostrophic wind. In a non-steady
wave the counteracting secondary circulation is not eﬃcient enough to keep pace with
the advective changes by the geostrophic wind. In connection with such waves baroclinic
instability may occur.
4.1.1. Sign of vertical velocity
Neither the sign nor the magnitude of the vertical motion in the secondary circulation
can be deduced from (11). However, the sign of ω can be deduced from (8). To keep
things as simple as possible we assume that T A in (8) is negligible at the considered
pressure level. Observations show that T A often is small in the upper troposphere,
where isotherms tend to follow the height contours. Interesting exceptions are cases
with strongly sloping tropopauses. These cases are usually associated with very strong
cyclogenesis. With T A = 0 the sign of ω is determined by the ﬁrst term on the rhs
of (8). This term is proportional to the diﬀerential vorticity advection (DV A). If
the diﬀerential vorticity advection is negative, i.e. if the vorticity advection increases
(becomes more cyclonic) with height (considering f0 /σ > 0), then ω becomes negative,
implying upward motion.
4.1.2. Extremes of vorticity advection, divergence and vertical velocity
If T A = 0 at the level of maximum V A (where DV A=0) both terms on the rhs of (8)
are zero, implying that ω must be zero at this level, with upward motions below and
downward motions above. The level of maximum positive V A and maximum negative
V A is often found in the upper troposphere. This is a consequence of the prevailing
increase with height of the zonal ﬂow in the troposphere. The latter is mainly a result
of radiative processes retaining a relatively cold polar troposphere. The approximation
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of the lhs of (8) also implies that the level of maximum V A (in absence of T A) tends
to be a level of maximum divergence and convergence. This can be seen by taking the
derivative with respect to pressure of the continuity equation, yielding
2
∂
a ) = − ∂ ω ∝ ω
(∇p · V
∂p
∂p2

(12)

At a level (horizontal) sea or land surface ω ≈ 0. Then, according to (12) there must
also be a maximum in convergence and divergence at the surface. It can be seen directly
from the continuity equation that a level of maximum |ω| also is a level of no divergence.
If there is only one level of no divergence in the troposphere, which tends to be the case
in regions of cyclogenesis, a vertical column of air extending from the surface to the jet
a | and opposite signs of ∇p · V
a at the top and
stream level has a maximum of |∇p · V
bottom of the column.

4.2. Non-amplifying waves
In order to illustrate the isolated eﬀect of V A, the wave in Figure 1 is now considered
to be in an equivalent barotropic atmosphere. In such an atmosphere the geostrophic
T A is by deﬁnition everywhere identical zero, implying that the geostrophic wind does
not change direction with height. With cold air poleward of the jet axis in Figure 1
the geostrophic wind speed (according to the thermal wind equation) increases with
g0T /R and
height. At the jet axis ζg0 is proportional to the geostrophic wind speed (V
g0R /R at the trough and ridge, respectively), implying an increase with height of V A.
-V
Then, according to (8) there must be upward motion between trough and downstream
ridge and downward motion between trough and upstream ridge. Some researchers
refer to the gentle rising motions ahead of upper-level troughs as warm conveyor belts
(Browning, 1990). In satellite images the warm conveyor belts usually can be seen
as elongated (from quasi-zonal to quasi-meridional) bands of mainly stratiform clouds.
Similarly, downward motion between trough and upstream ridge advects dry air from
the upper troposphere or lower stratosphere downward and along the jet. By some
researchers this dry air stream is called the dry intrusion (Browning, 1990). The dry
intrusion is cloud resolving and often forms a sharp cloud edge along the poleward side
of the warm conveyor belt clouds.
Due to the steady-state assumption the wave considered here can not amplify. Even
a non-steady zonal wave (with neglect of friction and diabatic heating) does not amplify
in an equivalent barotropic atmosphere. This follows from (7). At trough and ridge
g0 · ∇p ζg0 and V
g0 · ∇f is zero. This means that the
lines V A is zero, because both V
ﬁrst term (−f0 · V A) on the rhs of (7) is zero, and since T A = 0, also the second
term is zero. At trough and ridge lines in the considered equivalent barotropic zonal
wave the rhs of (7) is therefore zero, which means that χ = ∂φ/∂t also must be zero
at trough and ridge lines. In other words, the non-steady wave propagates eastward
without ampliﬁcation, since ampliﬁcation means that the geopotential height φ at the
trough and ridge decreases and increases with time, respectively.
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4.3. Conditions for wave ampliﬁcation
Equation (7), term (f0 2 /σ)DT A shows that the condition for wave ampliﬁcation is that
T A must increase with height (DT A < 0) below the trough and decrease with height
(DT A > 0) below the ridge.
In the troposphere T A tends to be small at upper levels. In an amplifying wave the
typical situation is therefore: Cold advection below the trough (DT A < 0) and warm
advection below the ridge (DT A > 0).

4.4. Low-level thermal advection and diabatic heating
Consider now a west-east oriented (i.e. zonal) frontal zone in the lower troposphere
in which there is embedded closed circulations around low and high pressure centers
(Figure 2). For simplicity the arguments apply in a reference system moving with the
phase velocity of the low-level pressure systems. Further, it is assumed that there is
initially a zonal westerly ﬂow aloft without V A and T A. From Figure 2 it is clear
that there is cold and warm advection west and east of L, respectively. Because of the
vanishing T A aloft both cold and warm advection decreases with height. Then, due
to the diﬀerential temperature advection (term DT A in (7)), the geopotential height
must increase with time above the lower-tropospheric maximum in T A and decrease
with time above the lower-tropospheric minimum in T A. Note that the geopotential
tendencies have opposite signs below the level of maximum T A. Therefore, below this
level the geopotential height (or surface pressure) decreases and increases with time east
and west of the surface low, respectively. This creates an eastward propagation of the
low-level pressure pattern, which explains the choice of a reference system moving with
the low-level system.
In response to the low-level T A a wave system develops aloft with ridge and trough
lines above the maximum in warm and cold advection, respectively. The wave lags 45◦
behind the low-level system, which means that the trough and ridge lines tilt westward
(upstream) with height. It has earlier been emphasized that the secondary circulation in
a developing system counteracts advective changes by the geostrophic wind. If diabatic
processes are neglected, warm and cold advection should therefore be connected with
rising and sinking motion leading to adiabatic cooling and warming, respectively. This
is consistent with the vertical motion deduced from (8). At the ridge and trough lines
of the developing wave aloft the ﬁrst term (DV A) on the rhs is zero, while the second
term (σ −1 T A) is positive for warm advection and negative for cold advection. Therefore
ω must be positive (downward motion) in the region with cold advection and negative
(upward motion) in the region with warm advection.
In a growing wave it is easy to remember how the secondary circulation responds to
advective and diabatic changes. The secondary circulation counteracts these changes.
For example is warm advection and diabatic heating associated with rising motion (i.e.
with adiabatic cooling due to the secondary circulation). In the same way is cold advection and diabatic cooling associated with sinking motion (i.e. with adiabatic warming
due to the secondary circulation). Note how diabatic heating/ cooling associated with
phase changes of water tends to counteract the adiabatic cooling/heating eﬀect of the
secondary circulation induced by warm/cold advection. Consequently, a stronger sec-
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Figure 2: Idealized low-level closed circulations superimposed on a frontal zone. CA and
WA are centers of low-level cold and warm advection, respectively. N V A and P V A are
negative and positive relative vorticity advection centers, respectively, of the developing
wave aloft.

Figure 3: An unstable wave (a) from above, (b) from the side, (c) from the side, showing
regions of convergence (Con) and divergence (Div) separated by dotted lines. From
Bader et al., 1995.
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ondary circulation is needed to eliminate a disturbance generated by geostrophic temperature advection, if the secondary circulation induced by the disturbance is able to
trigger phase changes of water.
In the discussion of the steady-state wave in section 4.1 it was shown how geostrophic
V A was completely eliminated by the divergent secondary circulation. Similarly, for a
steady wave with non-zero temperature advection, adiabatic changes of the temperature by the secondary circulation must eliminate completely the changes due to the
geostrophic temperature advection. If phase changes of water occur, the secondary
circulation must be stronger to retain a steady state.

5. Baroclinic instability related to upper-tropospheric waves
The discussion in connection with Figure 1 shows that the growing wave aloft, indicated
in Figure 2, has positive V A and divergence above L and negative V A and convergence
above H (provided that the wave length is not too large). Accordingly, above L and
below the level of maximum wave induced V A aloft there must be rising motion, and
similarly there must be sinking motion above H. Hence, at the lower-tropospheric level
shown in Figure 2 there must be divergence at H and convergence at L. At the low
level, where V A is small (isolines of vorticity are approximately parallel to the height
contours or surface pressure isobars), the geostrophic vorticity equation (9) simpliﬁes
to
∂ζg0
a ,
= −f0 ∇p · V
(13)
∂t
showing that the secondary circulation associated with the growing wave aloft at low levels gives rise to vorticity spin-up (∂ζg0 /∂t > 0) in L and vorticity spin-down (∂ζg0 /∂t <
0) in H. We also have ∂ζg0 /∂t = 1/f0 ∇p 2 ∂φ/∂t ∝ −1/f0 ∂φ/∂t, implying that the pressure (geopotential height) falls at L and rises at H. The intensiﬁcation of the low-level
system leads to an increase in the low-level wind speed. This enhances T A, which further
ampliﬁes the wave aloft, which further increases V A aloft, and which further intensiﬁes
the low-level system. The interactions describes a positive feedback between vorticity
advection aloft and temperature advection at low level. The interaction occurs through
the secondary circulation forced by V A aloft and by T A at low levels. The positive
feedback process outlined here describes basically how baroclinic instability works.
The example in Figure 2 has been chosen, because it gives a relatively simple picture
of how baroclinic instability works. However, it must be pointed out that it is not typical
in the atmosphere that extratropical cyclogenesis is initiated by low-level T A. It is more
the rule that the closed circulations in the low-level baroclinic zone in Figure 2 develop
in response to upper-level forcing (V A) associated with waves and/or jet streaks, which
are the most common precursors of extratropical cyclogenesis. The connection between
jet streak dynamics and cyclogenesis is discussed in Section 6. If the troposphere in the
region of cyclogenesis has a low static stability the upper-level and low-level forcing may
give rise to signiﬁcant diabatic heating (release of latent heat) in the regions of ascent
induced by the forcing. The diabatic heating tends to have its maximum in the lower to
middle troposphere. Its eﬀect is similar to low-level warm advection. Numerical studies
indicate that it can be a signiﬁcant forcing term in extratropical cyclogenesis. The latent
heat release replaces or supplement low-level warm advection in the positive feed-back
between the low-level and upper-level forcing in the cyclogenesis.
11

It is not always the case that a positive feed-back takes place. If, for example, there is
a preexisting wave aloft with a trough above W A and a ridge above CA in Figure 2, then
the positive feed-back described above is replaced by a negative feed-back. The latter
leads to a damping of both the wave aloft and the closed circulations in the low-level
frontal zone.
The shown examples highlight important aspects of baroclinic instability. Firstly,
the level of maximum V A must be vertically separated from the level of maximum
T A/diabatic heating, and secondly, the lines connecting the centers of maximum V A
with those of maximum T A/diabatic heating must tilt upstream (westward) with height,
i.e. they must be separated horizontally. Both aspects are clearly present in Figure 2
and 3. The ‘separation in space’ conditions are necessary, but not suﬃcient for extratropical cyclogenesis to take place. Both the horizontal and vertical separation must be
so small that interaction can take place. The conditions for interaction depend on the
static stability and on the scales and relative positions of the perturbations generating
the extremes of upper-level V A and low- to mid-level T A/diabatic heating. In the ideal
case the penetration depth is of the order H = f0 L/N , where L is the horizontal scale
of the perturbation and N (the Brunt-Väisäla frequency, N 2 = (gp/RT0 )2 σ), a measure
of the static stability of the air (Hoskins et al., 1985). The latter relationship indicates
that the eﬃciency of the baroclinic process depends most critically on the static stability
(σ in (5) to (8)) and on the horizontal scale L of the amplifying system. Low static stability and small horizontal scales provide the largest growth rates. The reason is ﬁrstly
that vorticity forcing (i.e. extremes of V A) associated with upper-level disturbances for
a given wind speed and a given wave amplitude tends to be proportional to L−3 , and
secondly that low static stability (small σ or N ) provides the latter disturbances with
so large penetration depths that their secondary circulations are able to interact with
the low-level ﬂow. Thirdly, the forcing of the secondary circulation (rhs of (8)) and the
forcing of wave ampliﬁcation (second term on the rhs of (7)) is proportional to σ −1 .
Note for example that for a geopotential ﬁeld
φ(x, y, t) = φ̂ sin

2π
(x − ct) − f0 U y + φ0 ,
L

(14)

where φ̂ and φ0 are positive constants, U a constant zonal wind and c the phase speed,
the relative vorticity advection is
−Vg ∇ζg =

(2π)3 U
2π
φ̂ cos (x − ct).
3
f0 L
L

(15)

For this particular wave, V A is proportional to the upper-level zonal wind. The amplitude φ̂ is generally a function of wave length (short waves tend to have smaller amplitudes than long waves). If the amplitude is proportional to wave length (likely to be an
upper-bound estimate) the vorticity advection in (15) is inversely proportional to L2 .

6. Baroclinic instability related to upper-tropospheric jet streaks
It has been documented that jet streak dynamics plays a signiﬁcant role in some extratropical cyclone developments (e.g. Uccellini and Kocin, 1987). Therefore, it is also
relevant to consider baroclinic instability in relation to upper-tropospheric jet streaks.
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For simplicity, it is assumed that the jet streak is linear, implying that the curvature
vorticity is zero. Further, it is assumed that its horizontal scale is so small that advection
of planetary vorticity can be neglected.
A jet streak is a wind maximum in the core of a jet stream. Typically a jet streak
can be identiﬁed in the isotac pattern on a pressure surface (in the upper troposphere)
as a ”lens” shaped structure. Figure 4 shows in schematic form a linear jet streak
embedded in a zonal ﬂow. The ﬂow is conﬂuent in the entrance region upstream of the
wind maximum and diﬄuent in the exit region downstream of the wind maximum.

6.1. Entrance and exit regions
In the conﬂuence region the geostrophic wind speed increases downstream (it is assumed
that the propagation velocity of the jet streak is slow compared with the speed of the
air particles). Air particles that enter the conﬂuence region (the entrance region) of the
jet streak are seen to accelerate. According to (19) in the Appendix the acceleration
is equal in magnitude and in the opposite direction of the Coriolis force acting on the
ar . The acceleration has a maximum on the jet axis and
horizontal ageostrophic wind V
decreases both to the north and south of the axis. It can also be seen from (19) that the
ar , the ageostrophic wind speed (with f0 as constant of
acceleration is proportional to V
proportionality). The latter is perpendicular to the acceleration, which means that the
ageostrophic wind is directed from south to north in a zonal jet. Due to the decrease
ar with distance from the jet axis the left entrance of the jet streak is a region of
of V
convergence and the right entrance is similarly a region of divergence. If the jet streak is
located near the tropopause (which is often the case) it can be assumed that the vertical
velocity is zero at the jet streak level (see discussion in section 4.1.2). It then follows
from mass continuity that there must be sinking motion below the jet streak in its left
entrance region and rising motion below its right entrance region.
In the exit region of the jet streak the air particles desaccelerate, which means that
the ageostrophic horizontal wind must be directed from north to south (i.e. in the
opposite direction of the ageostrophic wind in the entrance region). Therefore, the exit
region has divergence and convergence in its left and right part, respectively. Below the
exit region of the jet streak there is rising motion in its left part and sinking motion in
its right part.

6.2. Vorticity advection and secondary circulation
The pattern of vertical motion is consistent with the pattern of vorticity and vorticity
advection (V A) depicted in Figure 4c. The relative vorticity in a linear jet streak has
only contribution from shear vorticity (ﬁrst term on the rhs of equation (10)). The shear
vorticity is zero on the jet axis and positive and negative on the cold and warm side of
the axis, respectively. Maximum values of positive and negative shear vorticity occur
at the core of the jet streak, since the velocity shear is largest here. Qualitatively, the
relative vorticity pattern in a linear jet streak is therefore as depicted in Figure 4c. Since
the air particles move through the jet streak from left to right (it is assumed that the jet
streak propagation is small compared to the wind speed) the vorticity advection pattern
is as depicted in ﬁgure 4c with positive V A (P V A in the ﬁgure) in the right entrance and
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Figure 4: (A) Schematic of transverse ageostrophic wind components and patterns of
divergence (DIV) and convergence (CON) in a straight jet streak. (B) Vertical cross
sections along AA’ and BB’ in (A) showing the secondary circulation. J shows the jet
axis. (C) Relative vorticity and associated advection patterns in a straight jet streak.
After Kocin and Uccellini, 1990.
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left exit region, and negative V A (N V A in the ﬁgure) in the left entrance and right exit
region. At low levels V A is weak. Diﬀerential V A therefore becomes more cyclonic with
height in the right entrance and left exit region and more anticyclonic with height in the
left entrance and right exit region. Then, according to the ω-equation (8), diﬀerential
V A gives rising motion below the right entrance and left exit region and sinking motion
below the left entrance and right exit region, as depicted in Figure 4b. If the surface is
level, ω ≈ 0 (no ﬂow through the surface). If further diabatic heating and T A is zero
at upper levels it follows from (8) that ω = 0 also at the jet streak level (where the
absolute V A has its maximum). If there is only one level of no divergence below the
entrance and exit regions of the jet streak the secondary circulation becomes as depicted
in Figure 4b. The maximum in |ω| occurs at the level of no divergence. The secondary
circulation is thermal direct in the entrance region, since warm air rises and cold air
sinks, but thermal indirect in the exit region, since cold air rises and warm air sinks.
The secondary circulation acts frontolytical in the entrance region and frontogenetical in
the exit region. Note that this mechanism tends to propagate the jet streak downstream.

6.3. Interaction between jet streak and low-level circulation
If a low-level closed cyclonic circulation is present below the jet axis in the exit region
of an upper-level jet streak there will be low-level warm and cold advection downstream
and upstream of the exit. If T A = 0 in the jet streak, it follows from (7) that an
upper-level wave develops with a ridge and trough downstream and upstream of the
exit, respectively. Above the low-level circulation the wave development aloft adds
positive V A to the V A of the jet streak, leading to an intensiﬁcation of the low-level
circulation. The secondary circulation in the exit of the jet streak tends to propagate
the low-level circulation poleward. The developing wave aloft tends to slow down this
propagation. If a low-level closed cyclonic circulation instead is present below the jet
axis in the entrance region of a jet streak the secondary circulation of the latter tends
to propagate the closed circulation equatorward, while the developing wave aloft tends
to slow down the propagation. The degree of interaction between low and upper levels
depends on the static stability. In the entrance and exit region the static stability is
aﬀected by the the secondary circulation associated with the jet streak. In the entrance
region ageostrophic T A stabilizes the troposphere (warm advection aloft and low-level
cold advection), whereas it destabilizes the troposphere in the exit region (cold advection
aloft and low-level warm advection). This mechanism tends to speed up cyclogenesis
in the exit region and slow down cyclogenesis in the entrance region, since the forcing
terms in (7) and (8) (except V A in (7)) are proportional to σ −1 . In addition, there is
often a deeper layer of cold air in the left exit than in the right entrance of a jet streak,
because the jet streak is embedded in the upper-level jet above the sloping frontal zone.
This usually also contributes to a lower bulk static stability in the left exit, since the
lapse rate in cold air with a long history over a relatively warmer sea has been modiﬁed
by convection to become nearly moist adiabatic. Therefore, static stability tends to
favor deep surface cyclones below the left exit region in linear upper-level jet streaks.
continues on page 20
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Figure 5: NOAA infrared satellite images. Upper left: 04:19 UTC February 9, upper
right: 15:44 UTC February 10, lower left: 15:33 UTC February 11 and lower right: 05:25
UTC February 12. The year is 2003.
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Figure 6: DMI-HIRLAM-G analyses of equivalent potential temperature at 850 hPa at
12 hour intervals in period 1 from 12 UTC February 8 to 12 UTC February 9 and in
period 2 from 00 UTC February 11 to 00 UTC February 12. Contour interval is 2 K.
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Figure 7: DMI-HIRLAM-G analyses of mslp (full blue curves at 5 hPa intervals), potential temperature at 850 hPa (intervals with diﬀerent coloring) and wind speed at 300 hPa
(black dotted curves at 10 m s−1 intervals. Minimum contour drawn is 50 m s−1 ). Analyses are shown at 12 hour intervals from 12 UTC February 10 to 00 UTC February
13.
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Figure 8: DMI-HIRLAM-G analyses of mslp (dotted blue curves at 5 hPa intervals), potential temperature at 300 hPa (intervals with diﬀerent coloring), wind speed at 300 hPa
(full black curves at 10 m s−1 intervals. Minimum contour drawn is 50 m s−1 ) and wind
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UTC February 10 to 00 UTC February 13.
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If further a jet streak is superposed on an upper-level short-wave trough deepening of
surface cyclones tends to be enhanced and suppressed in the left exit and right entrance region, respectively. Note that this change in deepening of the surface cyclone
is expected, since upper-level vorticity advection from wave and jet streak dynamics
has the same and opposite signs in the left exit and right entrance region, respectively.
If, on the other hand, a jet streak is superposed on an upper-level ridge a weakening
and strengthening of surface cyclones occurs in the left exit and right entrance region,
respectively.

7. Examples of extratropical cyclogenesis
Figures 5 to 8 show examples of cyclogenesis over the North Atlantic east of Newfoundland. The period considered is from 12 UTC February 8 to 00 UTC February 13 in 2003.
Within this short period (4.5 days) two intense cyclones developed. In addition a polar
low (or comma cloud) developed in the the short period between the two intense cyclogenesis events. Figure 5, upper left, shows the ﬁrst cyclone in its most intense (mature)
phase. Figure 5, upper right, shows a fully developed polar low over the Labrador Sea,
south-southwest of the southern tip of Greenland. Note the much smaller horizontal
scale of the polar low. Figure 5, lower left, shows the second intense low (in the lower
left quadrant), approaching its mature stage. The polar low can still be identiﬁed at a
position southwest of Island. Finally, Figure 5, lower right, shows the second deep low
in its dissipating stage south of Greenland. The two deep lows as well as the polar low
can also be identiﬁed in Figure 6. This ﬁgure shows how θe , the equivalent potential
temperature, changes with time at 850 hPa in the region of cyclogenesis. Figures 6a to
6c show the development of the θe pattern at 850 hPa associated with the ﬁrst intense
low. The low-level thermal structure appears to be in agreement with the conceptual
model of Shapiro and Keyser, 1990. In the rapid deepening phase of the cyclone, it has
formed a bent-back front and a frontal fracture (Figure 6a). The frontal fracture refers
to a considerable weakening of the cold front in the region, where it merges with the
warm front. As the development proceeds, the bent-back front begins to encircle the
surface low. At the stage of development shown by Figure 6b the low-level fronts form
a T-bone structure with a clear frontal fracture and a cold front that is nearly perpendicular to the warm front. In the mature to dissipating stage the cyclone has formed a
warm core seclusion, i.e. with an isolated region of relatively warm and moist air at the
center of the low. The analysis in Figure 6c shows the mature stage of the cyclone, but
a a clear warm core seclusion can not be identiﬁed. However, a warm core seclusion can
be identiﬁed in the mature to dissipating stage of the second intense cyclone (Figure
6e). In Figure 6d the signature of the polar low can be seen south of Greenland at
55◦ N. In Figure 5, upper right, Figure 6d and Figure 7b there is indication of a second
circulation center further south at 49◦ N. Note that the two rapid deepening cyclones
form in the same region (Figure 6a and 6e). Formation of successive cyclones in the
same region is not uncommon for upstream developments (Shapiro et al., 1999), but as
noted previously, the deep cyclones investigated here did not follow in succession.
Figure 7 and 8 show more details about the evolution of the polar low and the second
intense cyclone. The evolution of the ﬁrst deep low is not shown since it is similar to
the evolution of the second low. The polar low developed in the period between the
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evolution of the ﬁrst and second intense low. According to Figure 7a and b it had a
closed surface circulation and the largest horizontal pressure gradients in its southwest
quadrant. Figures 8a and 8b indicate that the polar low developed downstream of an
eastward moving upper-level trough. Figure 5, upper right, shows that a complex of
clouds was present in the region of ascent downstream of the upper-level trough. This
complex contained the second circulation center.
The early stage of the second low is not shown, since the incipient cyclone was
outside the model domain of DMI-HIRLAM-G. However, Figures 7a and 8a indicate
that the surface low in its incipient stage was located equatorward of the upper-level
jet axis. During the period of development it propagated beneath the jet core (Figures
7a and 8a) to its poleward side (Figures 7c and 8c). The upper-level wave associated
with the surface cyclogenesis ampliﬁed as a result of the positive feed-back between
vorticity advection aloft and combined warm advection and diabatic heating at lower
levels. Figures 7b to 7d show the rapid deepening period of the cyclone. In this period
the surface cyclone propagated beneath the jet core to the left exit region of a jet streak.
The exit region was located downstream of the trough of the amplifying wave aloft. In
the dissipation stage of the cyclone a closed circulation with an approximately vertical
axis of rotation had formed throughout the depth of the troposphere (Figures 7e,f and
8e,f).
Note that at the end of the considered period rather weak surface cyclogenesis took
place poleward of the upper-level jet axis downstream of a large-amplitude upper-level
trough over Labrador (Figures 7f and 8f). Unlike the rapid deepening cyclones the
slowly deepening surface low did not cross beneath the upper-level jet stream during its
development.
The θ pattern at 300 hPa (Figure 8) shows that a local maximum developed right
above the center of the surface cyclone in its most intense phase (Figure 8d). Such a
local maximum of θ in the lower stratosphere is a signature of rapid cyclogenesis. The
local maximum ﬁrst appears upstream (at jet stream level) of the developing surface
cyclone and becomes nearly vertically colocated with the surface cyclone in the mature
phase of the latter. The local maximum of θ in the lower stratosphere in a region
of rapid extratropical cyclogenesis is strongly correlated with the dark region seen on
satellite water vapor channel images. A dark region shows the presence of dry air above
mid- to upper-tropospheric levels. In rapid cyclogenesis the dark region is typically
located at the poleward edge of the warm conveyor belt clouds. Downstream it forms a
wedge between the warm conveyor belt clouds and the cloud head of the rapid deepening
cyclone (Browning, 1990). In terms of potential vorticity the local θ maximum in the
lower stratosphere is a manifestation of a positive potential vorticity anomaly, located
at a downward bulge of the tropopause (Hoskins et al., 1985). In more conventional
terms the local θ maximum at 300 hPa shows the warm core character of the lowerstratospheric part of the mature cyclone. Note that a mature cyclone in thermal wind
balance with an approximately vertical axis of rotation must have a warm core in the
lower stratosphere, since the intensity of the circulation decreases with height above the
tropopause.
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8. Discussion and conclusions
Extratropical cyclogenesis has been interpreted physically by using qualitative arguments based on the quasigeostrophic equations. The arguments have been applied to a
ﬁve-day sequence of extratropical cyclone developments over the western North Atlantic.
The sequence shows cyclogenesis on widely diﬀerent horizontal scales and on shorter and
longer time scales. It gives an impression of the complexity of extratropical cyclogenesis
in the atmosphere unmatched by the relative simplicity of idealized models applied in
theoretical studies of extratropical cyclogenesis.
Basically, baroclinic instability is a positive feedback between upper-tropospheric
vorticity advection and low- to mid-level thermal advection/diabatic heating. The feedback occurs via the secondary circulations connected with diﬀerential vorticity advection
and temperature advection/diabatic heating. In regions of cyclogenesis the vorticity advection usually is small at low levels, whereas the temperature advection and diabatic
heating tends to be weak at upper levels.
In extratropical cyclogenesis the developing secondary circulation associated with
T A/diabatic heating feeds positively back on the upper-level secondary circulation by
amplifying the upper-level wave and hence increasing V A aloft. It is important to
note that if the secondary circulation generates phase changes of water it tends to be
intensiﬁed, i.e. the eﬃciency of the positive feed-back tends to be enhanced. The latter
feedback is not possible if extremes of V A and T A/diabatic heating are not vertically
separated. A positive feedback further requires that lines connecting extremes of V A
and T A/diabatic heating of equal sign tilt upstream with height.
In general vorticity advection associated with both upper-tropospheric waves and jet
streaks plays a role in extratropical cyclogenesis, but their relative contribution to the
cyclogenesis vary from case to case, depending on the structure of the larger-scale ﬂow
in which the cyclones evolve.
The preferred regions of extratropical surface cyclogenesis are usually downstream of
upper-level troughs. If only a weak amplitude wave is present aloft in the incipient stage
of surface cyclogenesis, jet streak dynamics may play an important role right from the
start of cyclogenesis. Observations indicate that very rapid deepening cyclones (with
horizontal scales of 1000 km or less and time scales of 1 to 2 days) form equatorward of
the upper-level jet. During the intensiﬁcation of the surface cyclone it propagates below
the upper-level jet axis to its poleward side. In the mature phase of the surface cyclone
it is located below the left exit of a jet streak in the upper-level jet stream. An example
of this type of cyclogenesis is presented in Nielsen and Saas, 2003. In cases with a large
amplitude wave aloft the incipient low tends to form closer to the jet axis downstream of
the upper-level trough. In both cases the maximum deepening rate of the surface cyclone
tends to occur as it propagates beneath the upper-level jet core to its cyclonic shear side.
During the cyclogenesis the upper-level jet undergoes large changes (both in strength
and appearance on an upper-level pressure surface (e.g. 300 hPa)). In some cyclogenesis
events the mature surface cyclone is located below a region of overlap between two jet
streaks, in the left exit region of a jet streak upstream of the surface cyclone and in
the right entrance region of a jet streak downstream of the surface cyclone. However,
this conﬁguration appears to be a result of the baroclinic development, not the cause
of it. Occasionally, slowly deepening surface cyclones downstream of large-amplitude
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upper-level troughs remain poleward of the upper-level jet axis throughout their life
cycles.
In recent years several papers, beginning with Hoskins et al., 1985, have applied potential vorticity arguments to explain extratropical cyclogenesis. The potential vorticity
arguments are not restricted to the quasigeostrophic system. Nevertheless, in many respects they appear to be similar to the quasigeostrophic arguments used in the present
report.

Appendix A.
The frictionless quasigeostrophic momentum equation takes the form
g0
Dg V
g0 .
a − βyk × V
= −f0k × V
Dt

(16)

g0 is deﬁned by using a constant Coriolis parameter f0 ,
In (16) the geostrophic wind V
a is the ageostrophic wind, β = ∂f /∂y and y is the meridional distance from latitude
V
φ0 (being positive and negative north and south of φ0 , respectively).
g0 = 1/f0 · k × ∇p φ. For
Consider a steady-state, uniform geostrophic wind ﬁeld V
such a ﬁeld the lhs of (16) is zero, implying
g0 .
a = − βy V
V
f0

(17)

g0 = V
g = 1 k × ∇p φ ≈ 1 k × ∇p φ · (1 − βy ) = V
g0 − βy V
g0 + V
a0 ,
V
f
f0
f0
f0

(18)

We also have

g0 is the adjustment to the ”constant f” geostrophic wind
a0 = −(βy/f0 )V
showing that V
at other latitudes than f0 necessary to keep the wind ﬁeld in geostrophic balance. The
latter adjustment, which is necessary because of the latitudinal variation of f , does not
a as V
a = V
ar + V
a0 substitution in (16)
g0 . Hence, if we write V
involve acceleration of V
yields
g0
Dg V
ar .
= −f0k × V
(19)
Dt
g0 is equal in magnitude
It follows from (19) that acceleration of the geostrophic wind V
and in the opposite direction of the Coriolis force acting on the ageostrophic wind
ar . Equation (19) shows that acceleration in the direction of the geostrophic wind is
V
associated with an ageostrophic wind perpendicular to that direction, while acceleration
perpendicular to the direction of the geostrophic wind is associated with an ageostrophic
wind in the direction of the geostrophic wind.
g0 ) usually dominate,
In short waves centripetal forces (which are perpendicular to V

while the acceleration along the direction of Vg0 tends to dominate in jet streaks. Accordingly, in short waves the ageostrophic ﬂow tends to be along the streamlines/trajectories
of the geostrophic wind, while it tends to be perpendicular to the geostrophic streama0 is
lines/ trajectories in linear jet streaks. It can also be noted that (17) shows that V

in the direction of Vg0 south of latitude φ0 and in the opposite direction north of φ0 .
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